Radio Wars On Papers

Mahuka Story Dwarfs Minor Beefs On Brother Officers

While the police department was still interrogating Valentine Mahuka, until recently one of its officers, to ascertain just how deeply he might involve himself and brother officers in criminal activity, several less publicized complaints against police had been received, or were in preparation. One involved the complaint that a policeman fired a number of shots at a U.S. soldier fleeing from the scene of a fight, and later pursued him into a dead-end, slum alley. If he project to beat him severely. The soldier, a veteran of World War II and the Korean War, was also beaten by the bouncer of a nearby bar after he had been encouraged to do so by the officer.

EDITOR'S MAIL.

Ching Answers; Charges Enemies Hit Low In Mixing Religion With Politics

Elelele, Hauai, F. O. Box 601

Editor, The Honolulu Record:

My attention has been called to an article in your paper under the banner heading, "GOP Calls Louis Calabula Support," and I am surprised to find that your paper has also issued is no unusual sensation. Mr. Calabula no doubt trained those of your readers who do not know me well enough. I feel you should publish a few words from me.

Reasons for distressing circumstances to examine any example of how low some persons could stoop for political purposes—to resort to lies, fabricate rumors and rely on insinuations in an effort at character assassination. I look with disgust upon the efforts of those who would use religion for political purposes. I am confident that this voluntary act of charity is a means for political expediency. However, although I am disillusioned in those who yielded to such methods of eliciting sympathy, I feel deeply sorry for them, and to them I hold an equal sympathy for my heart, for I am sure they did not realize what they were doing.

I do not believe that a person's religious beliefs or practices should ever be mixed with politics. I feel too strongly about my own religious convictions to use them or allow them to be used for political or other considerations. My tax money supports them just as yours supports them.

PHILIPPINES NOTES:

Luis Taruc Refuses Legal Counsel; Is Expected To Argue Own Case In Court

Luis Taruc will probably defend himself against charges the government filed against him in Manila. An attorney from the Philippines capital, who has already rejected two offers of attorneys to defend him, the offers coming from Congressmen Reville Cortes and from Jose H. Tisson, a former schoolmate of the late President's son.

Taruc surrendered slightly over two weeks ago through the intermediary of a newspaper reporter. The Husk leader would not discuss reasons for refusing legal service, the Manila paper reporter, but hinted that he felt able to act as his own defense counsel.

More on page 7

Program Skeds Out of Dailies As HARTV Won't Pay

Hundreds of Honolulu residents picked up copies of the Day-Bulletin Tuesday evening to check their favorite evening radio pro-
grams, but unless the programs were on stations KGEO or KUHI, they found there was none.

Likewise, television fans found program listings, or "logos" for network programs, which were published in a miscellaneous, abbreviated condition.

"John's Other Wife," (more on page 4)

Beatty's Threats Of Liquidation Met With Laughter At Nailehu

By Correspondence

NAALEHU.—Manager James B. Beatty reported that the Hilo Sugar Plantation Co. will be liquidated unless sugar produ-
tion is resumed within six months. The six-month period did not budge workers, nor impress independent businessmen who depend on workers' patronage.

Beatty heard that stuff before. The Hilo plantation said that during the Ola sugar lockout. Beatty knows all tricks and rough-and-tumble labor-management relationships, said a worker.

Should Sugar Makers Call?

Calling the plantation's supervi-
sors and workers and saying with businessmen together, Beatty in confidence manner is said to have told them that if the sugar is not re-opened within six months, Beatty's liquidation workers do not go back to their jobs in six months. Pro-

St. Francis Worker Wins Operation; Home Ins. Stalling Stopped

"Just for the record, I want to say I think we were robbed," was the legal opinion of Albert W. Ervson of the Home Insurance Co. after the territorial board of the company's compensation ruled last week that the company would have to pay half the cost of an operation for one of the workers it covers at st. francis Hospital.

It was the third caper in a story of two insurance companies that fought for more than a month about the cost while a worker suffered and waited for an operation he needed.

Doctor Recommended Operation

For more than a month Dr. John W. Cooper, bone specialist, had been waiting to perform a spinal (more on page 7)

Hokum Is Basis For 'Tiser Smear of Welfare In Story Of 1415 Emma St.

There is no such thing as a "welfare department check stub" for 450 or any other amount. The RECORD ascertained that fact by calling an official of the depart-

Men-About-Town Tell Stories Of Vice Papers Don't Print, HVB Doesn't Plug

By EDWARD ROHRBOUGH

Did you ever hear of the narcotics agent who got sent back to the Mainland because his superior decided he was nothing but an addict, himself? Or the fleecer with maybe 100 G's in his pockets who lost it all in a vain ef-

Men-About-Town Tell Stories Of Vice Papers Don't Print, HVB Doesn't Plug

Read Hawaiian Ag. At Pahala

For Plantation Bookkeeping Method

Page 5

POLITICAL NOTES

Wilson Confirms GOP On Overthrow Of Queen — Reason Haw'n's Joined Dems

When the Republicans last week initiated their TV program entitled, "Let's Play Politics," there were those who felt that Secretary of Haw'ian Larry T. Turner was playing politics skillfully than his colleagues would have liked.

The air next morning was blue with Republican party and a good many Democrats were howling like anything. Yet Larry Turner had said nothing to the truth. He had given the Republican

MAYOR WILSON

Hawain's Never Forgotten
Philly Win Kauii Little League; Polio Victim Stars

Albas Homers As
Phils Win Title

The Phillies won the championship Wednesday, May 26, downing the Giants as Kajung in a 6-4 triumph, their third straight win of the season.

They pitched the win and added a homer to his own cause with the stick, "Blugger" Kajung having the best of it.

The final league standing was as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Losses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phillies</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giants</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athletics</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodgers</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yankees</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**By Correspondence**

**TTTTTTTTTTTTT**

With 17 straight victories, the Phillies, as Mac

shab Aragash’s Phillies of the Ka

shabu Little League is considered the most wonderful Little league in the Territory this season.

Speculation are rife as to whether the Phillies will be able to get an official Little League regulation to play championships of other little leagues in the Territory. It is assumed by Little League fol

k who knows that this team will cop the Garden Island champi

onship.

Restrictions on Kauii League

The Official Little League, which is a national organization, pro

hibits its members from playing against PAL teams or other little leagues in the Territory. Last week, which took the Kauii champio

ship, played in the territorial PAL championship series at the Honol

ulu Stadium and it is said there was no expression from the na

tional Official Little League headquarters. Only Kauii Little League has connection with na

tional Official Little League.

The winning power of the Phi

lles is a base cat

er in the person of two star slayers, John Ornellas and Cecil Albas, Jr., and both are as fast as lightning and both are powerful hitters.

To cite examples, on May 16, Ornellas pitched a one-hit game against the Yankees. The score was 6-0, with Cecil Albas homered. In the following game, that against the Anahola Dodgers, Albas pitched a no-hit game. The score was 12-4, Ornellas homered.

Ornellas Best Polo

Manager Aragash is the hap

pier man when overruns seem in

a good performance. It’s not par

tially and one gets this clearly as he hears him tell the story of John

ny Ornellas. And we are

sure he would accuse Aragash of favoritism, for he is a manager who cal

bles the youngsters, who doesn’t believe in succeeding and tackling the

boys when they make errors, but who believes in helping them regain confi

dence.

"ohnny is quiet. He is a fighter. He has polio," Aragash declared as he watched Ornellas chase after a fly ball out in left field while Albas pitched.

Ornellas says Johnny is an in

spiration to the whole team. When young Ornellas first joined the Phillies last year, he had a strong determination to play ball and make good.

"He made good," said Aragash later as he continued with his story. "Ornellas can come in from the field and hand Aragash. The life of twenty seven inch younger who weighs 115 pounds smiled slowly.

"Johnny, when did you get your polio attack?" Aragash asked.

"When I was at the St. Luke’s Hospital. I still get treatment. Mostly my left arm, now, " Johnny explained.

"You’re doing okay. You got this polio licked. You can hit, you can pitch?" Aragash asked.

Pitched Against Uncle

Johnny is 19 but his sec

ond and last year in Little League. Last year he pitched a no-hit game, pitched another no-hit game, no-run game on April 14 this year against the Yankees for a score of 6-0.

His most exciting game was on April 14, pitching against the Giants. It was a pitchers’ duel with Johnny hurling for the Phi

llies and his uncle, "Blugger" Kajung, 12, a five foot eight, 100-pounds working on the mound for the Giants. The Phillies won a hard

fought victory.

Cecil Albas, 12, is also playing his last season in Little League. Like Johnny, he is a seventh grader at Bayan school.

He comes through in the pinch.

On April 5 when Johnny and his uncle pitched two extra innings against opposing teams, with the runs tied at 4-4, Cecil hit a homer to win the game. He pitched his first of two no-hit games the evening of April 17 against the Ana

holu Dodgers.

Cecil comes from an athletic family. His father was a former third baseman in the Kauii senior league. He now works at the Ha

wu Valley Gunners Co. office.

"Championship Material"

Aragash and Phillips' coach Seichi Shimamoto have a lively time with their players. The team’s sponsors are Kanigas Contractors.

Gary “Ogige” Rodriguez, son of kaaii’s present Jackie Rodriguez, is a playful youngster. So is Gary “Butch” Richmond, small and last on his feet. He is said to be the best to his age. If allowed to

it, he’ll try it any time.

Once this season the umpire told to stop the game to tell Gary to leave untailed marshes from his pocket. Gary was running to first and the ballboy made noise enough to attract the umpire’s attention. The umpire said held but Gary wasn’t stung while sliding into base. Between innings Gary goes back by the stand to play marshes.

Recently Gary’s father, Fred Rodriguez, asked his son for spinning tops and using his arm before a game in which he was supposed to start off as pitcher.

“The whole team is lively,” Aragash said of his championship material.

Tsuboi Liked Record’s Translation

The Editor:

The copy of the Honolulu Record which you had sent Shin Nippon Bunka last was forwarded to me. Though I’m not well versed in English, I thought the translation was very well done—I even thought the English translation was better than the original. I’m very glad. It must require a lot of cour

age to publish such a poem in America when the McCarth

y clique is blo

ting. There is a great upsurge in Japan because radioactivity is far more dangerous to us as well as in tuna... Soon there will be publication of an anthology with Rikita’s "ashes of death" as the main theme. . Shigeji Tsuboi

(In translating the poem re

sponded—from Japan and publishing it in the April 1 issue of the Record, we thought Mr. Tsuboi’s first name was Rhizuhara, instead of Shigeji, there being more than one way in which most Jap

man characters are pronounced. We think it wise to check with the author.)

Says Star-Bull Pulled "Twister"

The Editor:

The Star-Bull really pulled a twist last week. The Budweiser Hen

len’s headline story about Harry Bridges being in with "Tough Tom" Anderson was a neat one. Anderson should know as well as anybody the rank and file of the Interna

tional and really pulled its walkout without authori

sation. Where does the "Butt" get off criticizing any union for doing less than any other union? There are no problems to the "Butt" with all the dough it gets from Big Five advertisers.

Why shouldn’t any union contribute to the aid of UNPAID Presi
dent Anthony’s Impeachment, ILA Local 227 and Tom Dilleia, chairman of the welfare committee of the Brook

The ILWU has been giving do

donations to all needy, to church, Community Chest, Red Cross, Juvenile Aid... Dennis Len

len think it’s subversive to help any union? Or does Dennis Len

rington think the ILWU ought to contribute to help Sam King’s statehood junket...
Wilson Confirms GOP Overthrow Of Queen — Reason Hawaiians Joined Demos

(from page 1)

But who had a picture of the times, both from a national and a local point of view, the RECORD went to Mayor John H. Wilson.

Made Demos of Hawaiians

Turner was perfectly right, said Wilson, but the picture needed a little more detail — and while the first part of the “Obverturn” may not be the reason people should be Republicans, it is one reason many Hawaiians are Democrats.

“When the big business interest was overthrowing the queen,” said Wilson, “it was the toiled of this Harrison’s administration as President. They rushed to Washington to claim the first platter. But he hadn’t time to do anything more than give it to Congress. Grover Cleveland and the Democrats came into office in March and they began to invest."

The investigation was carried out by a special commission, James H. Bion, who came to Hawaii and run the special commission. The report was made to the Congress. Hawaii was then the first time to go. I’ve never forget it.

From the GOP attitude on the overthrow of the queen, Johnny Wilson said, the three men named in the Democratic campaign, then, a special Democratic party, which he followed closely to see it came out as follows:

“Whenever you find some big issue, always look to take away the people’s rights, you’ll find the Republicans behind it.”

Conversely, in Hawaii, says the mayor, “Any constructive legislation that was ever passed — anything that was good for the people — always was brought forward first by the Democrats. The Republicans passed measures like that, but they did it more or less in self-defense."

BARNEY TRAVIS got a bad time in Washington, some members of the state’s committee, after they spread the word around about the mistake of some of the officers at the committee meeting. They said how they agreed at 9:00 to back Tommy Miles, but at 7:00 he nominated Tom Yoll for the chairmanship. Then he showed some of his friends to prove that he was keeping his word — voting for Miles. Still later, some Democrats heard, he voted a proxy he carried for Tom Yoll. Washington Democrats shook their heads, one reporter reported, and said they’d never heard of such crookedness in the various years.

S. P. JOHN M. ASHING talked to the last board meeting with an accuracy worth noting. When Yoll kept hammering on Ashing and Apollon for support of the Republicans, Yoll retorted, “At least, I haven’t sold my soul to the proper property association.”

And everyone knows Yoll’s done just that. But when we look at the mouth on the board in years, something is missing. Annoyed over this every way, one can answer Nick at his work. "There’s a to the sodden" Johny said.

Hugh Bryson Wins Change of Venue To San Francisco

SAN FRANCISCO, May 28, 1954

The scheduled trial of Hugh W. Ambach, President of the National Union of Railway Employees, will take place in San Francisco instead of Washington, D. C., it was officially announced today.

Bryson, who was indicted for alleged violation of the Taft-Hartley "non-Communist" affadavit, had sought in vain to have the case brought to his home court in Chicago.

The change of venue, granted yesterday by Federal District Judge James W. Morris, represents a third victory for the union leader. The order requires the prosecution to set forth a bill of particulars and the court to furnish a list of witnesses, copies of their written statements and identification necessary to prepare the defense.

Bryson, who has repeatedly insisted that he signed the Taft-Hartley "non-Communist" affidavit under threat of losing his union posts, has now 60 days from May 28 to prepare his defense.

In the meantime, the JCC affairs will proceed in San Francisco, with the grand jury meeting Wednesday morning and the hearing of the district attorney's motion to dismiss the case.

Bryson, who is facing a fine of $5,000 and 10 years in prison if convicted, has repeatedly denied the charges against him.

The move comes as a surprise to many, who had expected the case to be heard in Washington, where the union's national headquarters are located.

The trial is expected to last several weeks, with the defense calling several witnesses to testify on Bryson's behalf.

The case has been the subject of much controversy, with both supporters and critics of the Taft-Hartley Act voicing their opinions.

In the end, the case will likely be decided by a jury, with the final outcome depending on the evidence presented.

One thing is certain: the outcome of the trial will undoubtedly have a significant impact on the labor movement and the future of the Taft-Hartley Act.
John-Marsha Artist Says Radio Chains Tough On Satire; Spills On Censors

It's dangerous to be a satirist these days—to make fun of anything except yourself.

That's the finding of Glen Freiburg, the radio and recording artist who does one of the most skillful jobs of kidding anyone he feels like, and who spills some interesting inside information on radio in the May 28 issue of Home's.

Recounted in the John-Marsha period that was on the air a year or so ago, is the "Blue Smoke for President?" and "Bl. Golan and the Dragonet." Freiburg's box man who made them and the first two were banned from the studio.

Frieburg's been called subversive a few times from TV producers, and according to his latest hit song, "I have an old man who lives in his radio," but he hasn't killed his gig. He cites considerable like Jack Webb, Dick Powell and Alan Freed as his predecessors in American humor and cites an interesting quote from Will Rogers dating from 1930.

"In the Wake of Politics

Rogers said: "When an office holder, or one that has been found out, can't think of a way to deliver a speech on, he always talks about the good old subject, Americanism.

And Rogers again on politics: "Our political system is a wonderful one, because if you have ever attended or heard on the radio, there are nothing more glorified3 Mickey Mouse cartoons, and are made for amusement uproariously."

The cowboy comedian couldn't get by with it nowadays, Freiburg feels, and asks, "Is the way, whatever happened to Senator McCarran jokes?"

Frieburg went on to add that he isn't a "subversive" having been long on to "The Little Orphan Annie Parade of America because, "I thought it was a privilege to belong to a club that included the girl who has no diet in her eyes."

Here's a little more of the inside look at the new commercial censor what you near on the air.

Frieburg: "On various cigarette-sponsored shows, no one can describe a cigarette as anything more than a 'cigarette,' and anyone who refers to the animal called a camel, no one can discover a pharaoh shoe full of gold, or wear a Chesterfield overcoat. On one of those programs, "The Great Gilders" Rodgers and Hart song, Blue Room, had to be rewritten. The song: "How can a rose be a rose, if it isn't a rose?"

Jack Webb, the star of Dragnet, is using his own name for a private citizen who gave Freiburg permission to release a record kiddin' him. And Webb laughed as hard as any other.

More On Police (from page 1)

meet with the policemen's approval.

As for Mahuka, he was apparently killed when he was shot during the robbery of his apartment by a group of men who had entered his apartment with the idea of gaining entry to his apartment. Mahuka charged him trying to gain entry to his apartment where he was shot.

The advertiser withdrew the advertisement immediately. The advertiser, in its defense, had a similar advertisement in an earlier issue. The advertiser, in its defense, had a similar advertisement in an earlier issue.

The advertiser was represented by vice squad officers early Sunday after Mahuka was shot. The vice squad officers have released the names of four suspects, two of whom are known to the police.

The suspects were arrested by vice squad officers early Sunday after Mahuka was shot. The vice squad officers have released the names of four suspects, two of whom are known to the police.

At the time of his arrest, Mahuka was wounded and was taken to the hospital. A woman was also injured and was taken to the hospital.

The suspect is being held for questioning.

Well anyone — I feel right at home around these, as I call... I'm an old sheet metal worker....

10 Years Ago HC&S Cops Tried To Scare Organizers Away From Plantation Camps

"Lively in a next century is the comment of the HC&S Breeze on the RECORD's series on plantation strikes. The fact is obviously embarrassing to the public relations people at the Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Co., as it is to other Big Five spokesmen. So they sent their replies and comments to imply that big profits, dictatorial attitudes toward labor, and the existence of workers and organizers are all ancient history.

Even such spokesmen would have a hard time putting the ancient label on the following report on a strike that took place when sugar workers were organizing themselves into a union. It was 10 years ago, remember, when the workers in basic American industries were fighting for the right to join unions and long ago won their fights for recognition. It is the report of an ILWU organizing working at HC&S in 1944.

David went to Puunene after coming back from Leahi and Pali.

Naalehu News Briefs

The new practice of the Hutchinson Plantation Co. to sell cop- per and iron to the public even to non-plantation people is antagonizing them against the management. A strike was begun after the work stoppage more than a month ago.

The management says they have been trading at the plantation for many years. It has always bought its supplies at a price much higher than the market price.

The company's action is an insult to the workers.

H. A. Hansen, industrial relations superintendent at Naalehu, says he will get a pair of shoes with high heels and soles.

Beatty's Threats Of Liquidation Meet With Laughter At Naalehu

(from page 1)

A discussion at the Naalehu plantation was held last night for about a month and 10 days.

Besides this information, the company's attorney offered the view that the company would not rehire Hansen because of the strike that had been called.

The company's attorney offered the view that the company would not rehire Hansen because of the strike that had been called.

The management states that the "principle of the Tachiana case" is stronger than the workers' strike stopping.

The workers say their struggle with the management is bigger than the Tachiana firing, which is "a simple example of open air strike of labor North." The company's attorney said, "It's a simple strike in the winter time," I said, "and golf is an outdoor sport."

The company's attorney said, "It's a simple strike in the winter time," I said, "and golf is an outdoor sport.

Jack Webb, the star of Dragnet, is using his own name for a private citizen who gave Freiburg permission to release a record kiddin' him. And Webb laughed as hard as any other.

Frankly Speaking

The man's saying: "It's a funny thing, but a rich man's sport," said Simple. "I've always heard the Republican Party was a rich man's party. But also heard the other day it was Abraham Lincoln's party. What is the rule? I cannot have been playing golf in Georgia."

"Lincoln's" answer: "Well, I said, "It's not a golfing man."

"Thank Good!" said Simple.
Hawaiian Ag. Co., Bigger than Two Sovereign States, Juicy for Brewer

With an annual net profit of $23 per cent and a cash dividend rate averaging 17.6 per cent, Hawaiian Agricultural Co. has been a consistent money maker for C. Brewer & Co., Ltd., its agent from the beginning and currently owner of 56.66 per cent of its stock. These figures cover only 58 years. Although the Pahala plantation was incorporated just before Christmas, 1876, and has been coming down the Brewer & Co. chimney with a bag full of dividends ever since 1888, most of the 1877-99 reports are not available at this writing.

Plantation Bookkeeping
Percentage rates were obtained by dividing aggregate net profits and dividends by aggregate capital. In 1877, year returns were taken, profits would average around 24.2 per cent and dividends 19 per cent on capital actually paid in by investors.

Initial capitalization was $150,000, increased to $1,200,000 by 1903. For purposes of figuring the plantation’s returns, the RECORD has assumed all this increase to be through bona fide investment.

On June 1, 1912 a stock dividend of 66 and 2/3 per cent was declared, bringing capitalization to $2,900,000. That is to say, by a flip of the bookkeeper’s wrist, $800,000 of undistributed profits were transferred from the surplus to the capital account. Consequently the $270,000 cash dividend in 1913 instead of appearing on the books as the 22.6 per cent return on investment that it actually was, shrinks to 13.5 per cent.

Dividing Sugar Money
Another stock dividend, of $250,000, was declared on January 2, 1920. At the same time, 12,500 shares of stock were sold to stockholders at par, $20. Outsiders were then paying from $22 to $47 per share for Hawaiian Agricultural stock on the open market.

Outstanding feature of Pahala profits have been their steadiness. In the 57 years for which reports are available, net losses appear in only six years and dividends have been skipped only four times in the present century.

Peak dividend was in the unbelievable year 1920, when C. Brewer & Co. and other stockholders divided $1,840,000 in cash—on the books only 67 per cent, in fact 111.5 per cent return on paid-in capital. Even in 1998, when the plantation lost money, it came through with a dividend.

Steady Profits—Use of T.H. Lands,
Dumpling of Planter System, Mechanization

Monopoly Uses T.H. Land

Figured on the nominal capitalization, paid up by stock dividends, net profits have been 13.8 per cent and dividends have averaged almost 13 per cent a year for American industrial corporations—was until recently.

Only with the appearance of the union on the scene have dividends been reduced, although for the past 10 years they still average 8.5 per cent on paid-in capital.

Stretching over nearly 110 square miles of Kauai district, the Hawaiian Agricultural Co. covers more territory than two sovereign countries combined, the Republic of San Marino and the Principality of Liechtenstein. Reduced to simple holdings this Kau principality shrinks to some 24 square miles.

Dumped Planter System

About 63 square miles of pasture land are leased from the Territory and most of the remaining leaseholds are owned by the Bishop Estate. The plantation leases about four-ninths of its cane land, principally from the Estate.

A visitor through Kau in 1880 reported that “There are about twelve independents. They are owners, planters, who plant cane on shares with the company.” Brewer & Company's substantial backing of the firm is shown by the fact that its newly erected mill was then the second largest in the world.

As late as 1902 the company itself had only 1,972 acres in cane against 1,532 for Japanese planters and L. Choy. Within a few years the independent planter system was abandoned.

Mechanization Cuts Work Force

In 1896 Kapaa Ranch was placed on the books as an asset for the first time, although the company had been raising cattle for many years. Interested in marketing as well as producing beef, Hawaiian Agricultural Co. owns $56,400 in Hilo Meat Cooperative, Ltd., and 29 shares of Hawaiian Meat Co., Ltd.

In common with other plantations, Hawaiian Agricultural Co. has drastically reduced its work force through mechanization. In 1926 it employed 1,344 unskilled male adults, 10 years later, 881, and in 1952 only 765 employees of both sexes.

Women workers like this one—the picture was taken on Maui, not at Hawaiian Ag.—were a common sight on most plantations a generation ago.
CalPack In First Place in Volley Ball City League

Laurel Pack took over sole possession of first place as the Oahu ILWU—A city series volleyball championships started its second week with a win on conference with a narrow victory over the Makaha District Association in that event.

The Packets, led by defending champion Longshoremen in two straight, swept, 15-0, 15-8, with Bob Pugh, Ricks, and Jones leading the Packets. Shelf in the包裹 and packer, Johnson, Briscoe, and Jones passed the attack. The Packets are 2-0-2 in the series. RN 15-3, 15-8 and 15-6. The Docks and Pipers are deadlocked for first and second place.

This Sunday's games: Hawaiian vs. Longshoremen, Regional Jets vs. United Airlines, United vs. Docks.

SPORTS TIDBITS FROM HERE AND THERE...

The Alo Moa Park beachfront project started last week. This project is expected to bring new tourism in the area by converting the once-ugly city dump into a community asset. Alo Moa Park was started during the depression days to provide public works and now presents plans for calling the beachfront areas with fill in sand and rock and the clean-up of rocks and debris that has been done through the years. Each area is getting a terrific amount of "haul" and is a choice recreational spot for thousands of families.

OVER THE WEEKEND...An American and an Australian tried for years, but finally...Rogers Ambler's hotel room in Honolulu and the Pacific Islands, and the first of the road tried for it at the Missouri Valley AAU meet. His time of 4:03.1 is terrific and falls short only when it is compared to his record. The Australian John Labor also made a try in the mile where he ran the mile in the fast time of 4:01.6 at Turku, Finland. It should be remembered that the three fastest times for the mile were recorded in May of this year.

ONE OF OUR LOCAL JAPANESE THEATRES is now importing Japanese movies with English subtitles. This is raised a convenience for the hundreds of nickel and cent whose knowledge of the language has been replaced or lessened and forced into use because of the war with Japan. The Japanese seutham won the coveted Venice Festival Award also subsequently entered the UF and in Paris has popularized Japanese movies. English captions will help to capture non-Japanese speaking fans.

THE MEMORIAL DAY INDIANAPOIS AUTO RACES drew a crowd of 150,000 fans with Bill Shockley winner. His average speed was 139.94 miles per hour. More interesting was the fact that the 22 cars that started the race only 19 finished. There were only five accidents with no serious injuries. That is a record.

RECENTLY, JAPAN WAS HOST to the 1974 World's premiere amateur wrestling championships, which were held in Tokyo. Of interest was the showing of the team from Turkey who won the team championship. Three Turkish wrestlers scored 50 points for a close second. Iran was third with 22 points and Japan fourth with 14 points. Sweden was fifth, with the Netherlands, Canada, and Poland placing with no points. The Japanese seutham won the coveted Venice Festival Award also subsequently entered the UF and in Paris has popularized Japanese movies. English captions will help to capture non-Japanese speaking fans.

THERE'S NOT MUCH INTEREST...in the Bobo Olson outing at the Stadium. The fans say that they are not interested in an exhibition regardless of what the promoters build the "scrap" as. The fans have been seen too often on television.

AFTER A MISERABLE SHOWING...by recent results, much has been said about the "big money" match up between the two. The promoters did a good job. The teams came against each other and the "big money" match up between the two. The promoters did a good job.

A LOT OF THE OLMIDERS
in the pro boxing game are now in the local area making contacts with the fans. If the negotiations are not as one-seater as they used to be. The process of bargaining is much the same.

SIX PRO RASSLERS...are going through eliminations for the chance to meet Los Angeles for the world's championship. An assortment of rasslers such as Pedro Godoy, Ed Gardina, John Hassou, Karl Von Schoberg, Laver Laconia, and Puerto Rico and "King Kong" are going around the ring to be tagged for this wonderful honor of meeting the champ. The unusual thing is that the champ is defending his championship practically every week in every zoo and on the Caribbean Sea, including, of course, all the islands. The champ is the accidental bumping of heads in the match with The 5 Dave coming through the top stall in the match. The perf for the local matches will be also written by The Weekly and Company.

WHEN A PROMOTER brings in a fighter from the outside, especially if he looks like a good money make, it seems almost a lead clue that the local fighter getting the build up is getting it pretty good. John Vymann did just that with the local fighter getting the build up, but it seems that the champ is taking the steps that Harrington is going to use on his way. Looks like Harrington all the way.

ONE OF THE BETTER TV PROGRAMS...we saw recently was that produced by the Jewish Theological Seminary. The program was last week and was a review of the life and work of a Jewish scientist who met with discrimination even in his circle of scientists.

THE HAWAII GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP will play its 5th season at the Kapolei Country Club and will see a total of 80 players to compete for $26,000 in prize money. The event will be held at the Kapolei Country Club in June 3, 1954.
Men-About-Town Tell Stories Of Vice Papers Don’t Print, HVBS Doesn’t Plug

already, perhaps, but they are good stories nevertheless. Some day a skilled writer will put them together in a book published by a big Mainland firm and made into a picture. So, till it hits the best-seller list. Then the HVB will plug the book, quote what they want, and what those tourist limousines will point with pride to the places where the characters of the book and the book itself run the figures up to a quarter of a million.

The alumnus left for Japan and later came to the Mainland to sell the alums from the Mainland at a loss. He sold it to me at a profit, and I sold it to you at a profit. That’s how it goes.

According to that story, the local kids would dance at the school dance in Mainland because the climate may be no longer agreeable with them, and it appears, was tied in with the “Syndicate.” At least, that was the way the story goes.

Fleece Their Neighbors

Then, according to some sources, a Mr. A., a bygone alumnus of the school, man who became for a time a dance schoolteacher, was called to the story, he'd wait until he heard the fleecers had made a score and then demand a large cut—otherwise violent thins might happen to them.

There is a wealth of such stories in the conversation of the men-about-town in the middle town, unbothered by writers. It will remain unbothered, apparently, if the story goes on, and, after all, none of the boys were included on ‘Sam’s statisticians ex-

But set anyone muddles the story of any of the fleecing, and it is largely the making of the insti-
tution, and the story angered numbers of persons who believe in aiding the needy.

At least, that was the way the welfare department. Some have called the

Ordinarily one for such a book would be the two fisted batman, now in Oahu Prison, who once fled on a motocycle, and a certain officer’s motorcycle for a stand from which he made his attack on the crowd that had gathered. Quite a few of his listeners went to the police station, and, eventually, he was eventually to testify in his behalf.

Seven Dirty Lichens

The story is told of a man who was found by another, smaller but at least equal to the one that mentions the fleecers, but no little gray lichens in the darkness, so to speak, that might be caught by the larger ones.

Of course, he had to come back eventually, but that’s another stor-}

Then, there’s the fellow who wants to improve himself. In the daytime he took a Dale Carnegie course, and later, he’d go to a restaurant, order what he learned on a social con-

Seven Dirty Lichens

There is a wealth of such stories in the conversation of the men-

More On Hokum

(from page 1)

slaughter on the way, just a typical book making.

And it comes under the sub-

title, “Welfare Aid For Tenants.”

Island Welfare officials and the offi-
cers of the Advertiser may have derived from giving the impres-
sion, rather than the facts, that the island has been large in the making of the insti-
tution, and the story angered numbers of persons who believe in aiding the needy.

Island Welfare officials and the offi-
cers of the Advertiser may have derived from giving the impres-
sion, rather than the facts, that the island has been large in the making of the insti-
tution, and the story angered numbers of persons who believe in aiding the needy.

TUCKER (from page 1)

EASTERN BOUNDARY ISLAND.

It’s bad enough for the Mainlander to have to put up with the poor people for the places they go. But it’s no good to put up with the welfare, either.

There are many types of government, and the island post officer, if he saw the “check-off” at all, saw some other type of check—obviously one for work done on some govern-
ment project.

Program Skeds Out if Dulles As

HARTY Won’t Pay

(from page 1)

instance, would be merely “acuity,” as the New York Times phrased it.

So hundreds of fans picked up their telephones to call radio sta-
tions and newspapers to discover who was the new “acuity” of the business—John

Rayray, an employee at the hop-

eat for eight years, suffered an attack of acuity because his hand was too good at his job.

Rayray was referred to the hospital in the morning, and his condition was under pressure on spinal nerve centers.

He was represented before Win- ter, and we are glad to say the worker’s compensation bureau has paid a $2,000 settle-

Although Rayray bought every inch of the way as the hearings progressed, Home Insurance was paying nothing. Douglas H. Phillips, his attorney, should divide the cost equally, as the American Fellers man had originally suggested.
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Crouch "Banned"

Many a reader of the dailies got a laugh out of the florid phrases of Paul Crouch in which he charged action of the justice department against him was "swift and terrible," and that he had been "banished" to Hawaii—which he has claimed as a residence for months. The truth is Crouch and his actual testimony have been laughed at elsewhere.

But it is not laughable that the most powerful agencies of government have used Paul Crouch and the tales of many stoopligious like him to jail persons who have committed no crime, except that of refusing to relinquish their economic theories and their views on the rights of working people.

When confronted by two newspapermen with the gross inconsistencies of Crouch's testimony, Attorney General Herbert Brownell said his office "didn't want anything to do with" such a witness "if the charges were true.

The newspapermen may not have covered other Smith Act trials besides the one in Philadelphia, where Crouch continues himself up. They may not have known the picture there is merely a reate of what has happened a number of times elsewhere in the nation, including Hawaii.

But Brownell certainly knew, just as he knows the caliper of Louis Budenz and other "caput" ex-Communists. If President Eisenhower is serious about seeking a "truth crusade," there is no better place for him to start than among his own justice department's roster of professional witnesses.

More H-Bomb Tests

From Washington sources comes the report that the truck that delivered the angry whites are still running the Republican show. Despite doubts of GOP "statesmen" over the wave of reaction against recent H-Bomb tests in Japan and being echoed in all parts of the world, the Defense Department has announced there will be more tests. National security demands further development of the H-bomb, the defense department says, and that means more tests.

From Japan, where fishermen have been injured, where the populace has been terrified by fear of radioactive fish and radioactive rain, the strongest protests against further tests have come. American sources have also deplored evidences of the Soviet Union's H-bomb tests in Siberia. But they have also commented in effect — as least the Russians conduct the experiments in their own country.

For us here in Hawaii, the news of new tests to come has more meaning than for Americans on the Mainland. We have experienced a little of the scare as evidenced by the unpopularity of fish at Hawaii's tables after the burning of the Japanese fishermen.

We have not had radioactive rain yet, but we have watched the clouds with considerable interest at a time when scientists of radioactive matter might occur anywhere.

It appears we are again going to be innocent bystanders in the most violent phases of the "cold war" whether we like it or not.

FEDERAL AID IMPERATIVE

The Supreme Court's historic and monumental decision outlawing segregation in the nation's schools undermines the need for immediate federal aid in school construction. No nation that prides itself on its democracy, with all that this implies as freedom and opportunity, can continue to neglect the urgent needs of its school children. Almost a third of the country's elementary school buildings, AFL Press, meanly sold out in Chicago, are now in buildings more than 50 years old. Nine percent of all school children get their education in 1-room buildings. One child in three is in a building that is a fire hazard. The local communities cannot meet this construction need. It is up to the federal government to step in, with the Supreme Court ruling against segregated schools the need is all the more imperative.

To neglect our children is to threaten our future.—AFL News-Reporter

STRENGTHENING CIVIL RIGHTS

It was front page news not only in the U.S. but in the most distant parts of the free world when the Supreme Court cast its nine votes unanimously to outlaw segregation in the schools. Thousands of Americans—plain tourists and leading figures in both political parties—have returned from abroad in recent years to warn us that the backwardness on civil rights is hurting—and hurting badly—our influence and prestige in other countries. Obviously, court decisions are not and should not be based on our country's public relations needs. But it all the more heartening when a great decision is so obviously right, both at home and overseas.—The GIO News

OUR LOBBY BOWING CONGRESS

A United Press release the other day carried a headline reading, Congress Bows to Lobbyists on Wealth. The paper could very accurately have shortened that headline to read, Congress Bows to Lobbyists Period. The fact is that the 86th Congress has contracted humbug from the public and is revealing to the country the exclusive enrichment of designing, covetous vested interests. These lobbyists seek to rob the public domain of its oil and mineral wealth, of its forests and grazing lands, of its water power, and irrigated lands. And, of course, they are dedicated to stroking the labor movement of every economic and legal means it has to defend itself.—St. Louis Labor Tribune

DUE PROCES Orb LAW

If the U.S. is to regain moral leadership abroad a new respect must be generated in this country for the guarantees embodied in the fifth and sixth amendments to the federal constitution, according to Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas. Justice Douglas spent considerable time in the Far East last year and had ample opportunities to note how badly this nation has slipped since the Eisenhower administration took over...During the last 12 months the tendency in the U.S. to disregard the due process of established law has been growing by leaps and bounds. And this tendency can be traced directly to the fact that the Congress of the U.S. has almost ceased to function as a legislative body. It has taken on all the trappings of a cheap-film detective agency.—Minnesota Union Advocate

Golfing And Goofing

You've seen praise in this column of two books by Langston Hughes about a character, Jesse B. Simple, who is a sort of composite of the ordinary urban Negro of the North. The episodes run as weekly columns in the Chicago Defender newspaper before they are gathered into book form.

In this series, written in a sort of lifted speech, the author acts as a sort of educated street man for Simple. The formula is most effective. Because I think it is well giveth a picture of the reactions of many Negroes, this week we are concentrating on a recent Defender column nestled simply titled, "Golfing and Goofing in Georgia".

"I see where it says in the Daily News that the President is off golfing in Augusta, and they say the most golfing, goft ing President I ever seen."

"Why do you say gofting?" I said. "Do you consider it golfing? If you got along with all the handicaps a President has, for him to take care of his health, to get out in the open air a little, I think he gets out more than a little," said Simple.

"And every time he turns around, he is going to Georgia, of all places. Georgia is a Jim Crow state. Mr. President, you wouldn't go down there to goof?"

"To golf, you mean," said Simple.

"I think it is a mistake to go to Georgia, which is why I say goof, which means mistake," explained Simple.

"Georgia is still a part of the United States," I said.

"It is," said Simple. "I thought it were a part of the United States. You know as well as I do, Georgia is in the U.S., you know.

"Included in the Free World?" asked Simple. "Supposed to be," I said.

"You're walking on a eggshell. Supposed to be is a new one. I don't think Georgia is legal. In Georgia the President plays golf, unless President on Georgia is a better one. I would not play golf in a state like that would not play golf. There goes the Freedom of the Press.

"In Georgia, I mean, in Georgia where white folks voted, unless Negro were a second—Sugar is too slick-headed for that.

"I am not asking about the President playing golf. I am asking about the President playing golf in Georgia. That's my turn. Who are you selling the Georgia Free papers to?"

"I don't think it is good for a man's health to play golf outside the Free Word," said Simple. "It would upset my nerves to be playing golf some place where there is no other defense."

"I am not counting children," said Simple, "neither must women."

"I am not asking, if you plays golf in Georgia you fool it down that way," I said. "You could get the Freedom way down. Not many Negroes play golf.

"Then Negroes that do play should be able to play wherever the President plays," said Simple. "And you know, and I know, where white folks votes in Georgia. Then Negro better not play, unless he plays the White better not, unless he plays the white.

"According to your reasoning then, I gather, you think the President of the United States should not do anything that Negroes cannot do. Is that what you are saying?"

"I am," said Simple.

"Then you are secreting of reason, my dear man. In fact, I might say, of logic. We could not even figure it out that way, because no Negro could ever muster up enough votes to be Presi- dent."

"I would not go so far as to say that the President should not be President—because white or colored, there has to be a President. But he is my President, too, once he gets in there. I also votes.

(On page 4)